Identifying interactions between proteins in a complex is essential to analyze their role in various cellular activities and structural stability. Therefore, effective algorithms and computer programs are required for the better understanding of various interactions exist at the protein-protein interface. The protein inter-chain interaction (PICI) server was developed to identify these interaction sites and various interactions that contribute to the specificity and strength of the protein complex by using Protein Interaction Identification Algorithm (PIIA). The multi-parametric approach of this algorithm involves the interface area between the subunits, the atomic coordinate distance, the linearity of bonds, the orientation of aromatic side-chains, and physicochemical properties of the residues. Particular advantages of PICI include its ability to identify various strong and weak interactions, including those which have not been considered before by any other server. Representation of interface data in text tables, 3D interaction visualizer, colored sequence viewer, and a dynamic colored graphical matrix display makes it distinct from similar web servers. Users can analyze interactions within multi-chain proteins by their PDBids or by uploading a structure atomic coordinate file and can download the result in plain text or XML format. Availability: PICI is freely accessible at http://pici.bicpu.edu.in/.
Availability: PICI is freely accessible at http://pici.bicpu.edu.in/.
Background:
Analyzing interactions within protein complexes are crucial to gain a better understanding of their role in signaling pathways, enzyme regulation, receptor binding, antigen recognition, and several other cellular processes, hence are prime targets for drug design. Earlier studies have described the principles governing the interactions and factors that influence the formation of protein complexes Along with these interactions several other hydrogen bond weaker than classical hydrogen bonds are also present in proteins, such as C-H···N, C-H···O, C-H···S, C-H··· π, N-H··· π, O-H··· π, and S-H··· π bonds [4, 11-13]. PPI is largely governed by numerous such week interactions. Here we report a web server PICI (Protein Inter-Chain Interactions) version 3.2, which calculates and recognizes various kinds of interactions in structural coordinate files of proteins. PICI initially developed as an integrated tool in PepBind database server [14] to aid analysis of protein-peptide interaction interface. The improved web server includes several programs and scripts to execute its function more efficiently across large protein-protein interfaces.
Architecture and Data Processing
PICI computes all strong and weak interactions using atomic coordinate data structure files (PDB format) with various distances and angle parameters. The data flow and processing of the web server pass through four stages: (i) Input, (ii) Preprocessing, (iii) Processing with PIIA, and (iv) Output ( Figure  1 ). For calculation of interface area, PICI processes each chain within the multi-chain protein files separately using NACCESS 
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Note: As per IUPAC recommendations, ∠D-H-A ≥ 110° is set for H-bonds; D = Donor; A = Acceptor; πc = centroid of π-ring.
PIIA (Protein Interaction Identification Algorithm)
PIIA calculates nine different types of interactions between neighboring chains based on (i) the interface area, (ii) the atomic coordinate distance, (iii) the linearity of bonds, (iv) the orientation of aromatic side chains, and (v) the physicochemical properties of the residues. The integration of these methods enables PICI to offer efficient identification of location and types of interactions with greater reliability of results. Default cutoff distance and angle for calculations are shown in Table 1 . Users can also define their preferred parameters for each type of interactions. 
PICI Web Interface
PICI web interface is developed with a set of PHP scripts and JavaScripts to display the generated data interactively by responsive HTML web pages with CSS, which work on all major web browsers. PICI takes a protein structure file in PDB format as input. After pre-processing and processing the input data, it displays the output in an interactive result webpage. On the result viewer page, each button on the top panel corresponds to specific interactions and shares a common web page composed of three panels (structure viewer, sequence viewer, and simple text tables) to facilitate the analysis of the information (Figure 2a) . PICI also generates two output formats: TXT (plain text) and XML (Extensible Markup Language) files to be downloaded by users.
3D interaction viewer panel
The structure visualization panel dynamically displays interacting residues in the JSmol structure viewer which is compatible with all browser types. It allows users to visualize atomic details of all interacting residues at the interface.
Sequence viewer panel
Amino acid sequences of the multi-chain protein are shown and residues are highlighted for each interaction. The single letter code residues are colored by their physicochemical properties such as green for hydrophobic, yellow for neutral, red for negatively charged, and blue for positively charged residues. The interacting residues in the sequence are dynamically highlighted for each type of interaction. BLAST links are generated for each sequence to perform sequence similarity search on PDB or UniProt database.
Interaction matrix
PICI also generates a dynamic matrix of interacting residues in the selected chain to other chains with colored compartments (Figure 2b) . Each color represents an interaction type, such as yellow for hydrogen bond, purple for disulfide bridge, red for the salt bridge, green for hydrophobic, blue for π-π, violet for cation-π, pink for anion-π, orange for lone pair-π interactions, and gray for non-bonded contacts. The compartments, which show multiple interactions, are represented by multiple colors. The matrix representation of interaction provides an overall view of the protein-protein interface graphically.
Discussion:
PICI web-server will serve as a useful resource for the structural bioinformatics and the proteomics community to perform analysis of protein structures based inter-chain interactions. 
